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The aim of the present contribution is to show that a traditional explanation of the variation in 

French yes/no questions, which is widely used in L2 French classroom learning, and according to 

which French interrogatives express different socio-stylistic values, needs to be challenged. The 

main result of this research, based on a study of 1’659 yes/no questions (YNQ) extracted from 

4’624 text messages taken from the Swiss SMS Corpus (http://www.sms4science.uzh.ch), 

suggests that one should consider communicative and linguistic constraints to account for the 

variety of interrogative forms in French.  

In European French, three main variants can be used to construct a yes/no question: (i) intonation 

question Tu vas au cours? (SV), (ii) ‘est-ce que’ question Est-ce que tu vas au cours? (ESV), and 

(iii) subject clitic inversion Vas-tu au cours? (V-Scl). A possible explanation would be to consider 

these variants as expressing different socio-stylistic values: respectively informal, neutral, or 

elevated. However, this explanation is ruled out by the study of interrogative forms in SMS 

communication. First, in spite of the usually quite informal character of texting, the distribution of 

YNQ in SMS is not comparable to that of Spoken French Corpora (Coveney 1996, Mosegaard 

Hansen 2001). In spoken European French, SV is the most frequent variant (≈82.7%), followed by 

ESV (≈17.3%), while V-Scl is almost absent from ordinary speech. The picture is opposite for 

SMS. The Swiss SMS corpus too attests the high frequency of informal SV use (87.1%), but V-Scl 

clearly overcomes ESV: 8.4% > 4.5%.  

Second, although V-Scl use is usually considered to be elevated, in our corpus it is widely used in 

young users’ informal texting. So that we cannot predict the use of variants exclusively on the basis 

of their respective socio-stylistic values, we should also consider communicative parameters. 

Compared to spoken language, SMS is a written asynchronous communication with no direct 

feedback and it is limited to 160 characters per message. From this point of view, the unusual 

distribution of variants in SMS, when compared to Spoken French, could be attributed to the 

communicative constraints of texting. 

Third, the choice of variants appears to be sensitive to a syntactic configuration: the chi-square test 

shows that the distribution of variants is not the same with respect to multiple verbs constructions 

vs one verb constructions (x2=51.08 df=2 p<0.0001). Furthermore, when analyzing one verb 

constructions, 84.6% of all V-Scl and ESV uses are realized in constructions with a non-clitic 

complement, whereas SV use is wider and not limited to any particular construction. 

Taking into account the above-mentioned facts, one should therefore consider multiple factors to 

trigger variation in French YNQ, among which we at least have communicative and linguistic 

constraints. Notably, the study of SMS offers a new insight into syntactic variation: even within 

informal use, interrogative variants are still sensitive to the form of communication and its specific 

constraints. From this perspective, the study of new forms of communication may reveal itself 

fruitful for a better understanding of syntactic variation.   

http://www.sms4science.uzh.ch/
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